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The journey is never ending. There's always going to be growth, improvement,
adversity; you just got to take it all in and do what's right, continue to grow, continue
to live in the moment.
----Antonio Brown

ACADEMICS


Assessment Cycle IV was conducted for the students of classes I-IV which
gave an opportunity to teachers to asses each child’s progress and also focus
on the areas in the curriculum where they need more inputs.



Teachers explicitly reviewed the entire syllabus for the Final Examination to
be conducted from March 6, 2019 with students and helped them begin
building a positive and collaborative learning environment.



Balanced and integrated emphasis on scholastic and co-scholastic areas is
essential for enriching and enhancing learning experiences of students. In
association with Science Olympiad Foundation, the school conducted
English, Science, Mathematics and Cyber Olympiads which provided students
with unique competitive platform that aimed to help identify the young
geniuses and create a talent pool for the future. International English
Olympiad was conducted on October 11, 2019 with 20 participating students.
National Science Olympiad was conducted on November 1, 2019 wherein
20 students appeared. International Mathematics Olympiad was conducted
on December 13, 2019 with 30 participating students. National Cyber
Olympiad was held on January 31, 2019 with 9 participating students.

OLYMPIADS

SOF NSO
(National Science
Olympiad)
SOF IMO
(International
Mathematics Olympiad)

STUDENT’S NAME

CLASS

REWARDS

REYAN SINGH

IV

GOLD MEDAL

AKSHIT REDDY
PARUPATI

II

GOLD MEDAL

V

GOLD MEDAL

ARNAV KUMAR
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éclat
Only Children Believe They Are Capable of Achieving Everything
-Paulo Coelho


The LPS Global School organized its 2nd annual art exhibition on February 23,
2019. The objective of the exhibition was to provide a platform for creative
thinking and expression, and to actualize the concepts and knowledge
learned. The exhibition was inaugurated by our chief guest Air Marshall
Ramesh Rai who was accompanied by his wife Mrs. Rai our school Chairman
Mr. Manish Yadav, Vice Chairman Mr. S.C Arora, CCO Ms. Pammi Arora and
our dear parents. All the guests were greeted with scores of bright and
colorful art work of all shapes and sizes. Student’s creativity and their talents
were portrayed through the medium of various subjects like English, Hindi,
German, Social Science, Science, Mathematics, IT, and art and craft. It was
an unforgettable feast for the eyes. Upon entering each and every assigned
venue, one could feel the pulse and magnitude of the event. The entire
campus was abuzz with energy and enthusiasm. The event ended with a
short classical dance performance by the students which was highly enjoyed
by the audience and served as a wonderful note to end the day’s
proceedings. ‘éclat’ was a mesmerizing experience for all present and a
reiteration of the fact that when the young minds are given the correct
platform and guidance, they can work wonders.
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Always Learnig & Achieving Together
Show and Tell taps into children’s natural curiosity of asking questions. This kind of
positive interaction builds confidence and self-esteem of all children and gives them
a chance to be the centre of attention which in turn makes them confident and selfassured.
Show and Tell is a key part of our pre-primary
curriculum, Hence an Inter Class Competition
for the same was conducted on February 1,
2019. The topics chosen for the event were as
per the children’s interest. Children were thrilled
and participated whole heartedly with creative
and innovative aids and won everyone’s
admiration

and

appreciation

along

with

certificates and medals.

SPORTS DAY
No Goal Was Ever Met Without A little Sweat


Sports build good habits, confidence, and discipline. They make players into
community leaders and teach them how to strive for a goal, deal with
mistakes, and cherish growth opportunities. The school organized its 2nd
Annual Sports Day for the senior as well as pre-primary wing on February 2
& 4, 2019 respectively to encourage sportsmanship among its students.
The event turned out to be a huge success. The gathering was welcomed by
our school Chairman Mr. Manish Yadav, Vice-Chairman Mr. S.C. Arora, Chief
Cordinating Officer Mrs. Pammi Arora and Principal Mrs. Mahuya Mandal.
The day was full of fun, cheer, exciting games and great exhibition of
sportsmanship qualities by young students. Children participated in various
events including musical yoga displaying various asanas, hula hoop, dumb
bell drill, free hand drill, fun races and a scintillating dance performance.
All the students demonstrated amazing agility, coordination and keenness in
their participation. The day turned out to be a glorious day of sport and fun.
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Name of the Race

I Position

II Position

III Position

Crawl from the hoop Race
Girls class I

Anika

Livana Vashisht

Ahana Shukla

Virat Prashar
Oviyan Jindal

Garvit Jindal

Sahaj Holekar

Hit the target and run Race
Girls class II-IV

Priyal Sachdeva

Anika

Parneet Kaur

Skip in the hoops Race
Boys class II-III

Om Yadav

Kush Yadav

Aditya Shukla

Hurdle Race
Boys class IV

Antriksh Sinha

Manav Singh

Reyan Singh

Flat Race
Boys class V

Aaditya Sharma

Savya

Reyansh Singh

Hurdle Race
Boys class VI-VIII

Richa Singh

Manya Singh

Tanishka Chauhan

Devasya Garg

Kartik Yadav

Shreedhara Srivastava
Nakul Yadav

Crawl from the hoop Race
Boys class I

Hurdle Race
Boys class V-VIII
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Name of the Race

I Position

II Position

III Position

Ball in the hoop race
Girls: Pre-nursery
Ball in the hoop race
Boys: Pre-nursery
Chefs Race
Girls: Nursery (Tulip)

Ravya Khurana

Anaya Shrivastava

Sanvi Pahuja

Anmay Gandhi

Honey yadav

Utkrisht Kunwar

Rianna

Pranaya

Kyra

Chefs Race
Boys: Nursery(Tulip)

Aarush Pradhan

Viaan Tyagi

Aryaman Singh

Guntas

Araina

Aaravya

Chefs Race
Girls: Nursery (Daffodil)

Kanishka

Chefs Race
Boys: Nursery(Daffodil)

Aarav

Prabal

Jaiaditya

Crawl Race
Girls: K.G. (Kingfisher)

Prashi

Rudranshi

Ananya

Crawl Race
Boys: K.G. (Kingfisher)

Aarav

Kayaan

Vinamra

Crawl Race
Girls: K.G. (Magpie)

Aadya

Drishti

Inaya

Crawl Race
Boys: K.G. (Magpie)

Samaksh

Adamya

Aarish

Ms. Mahuya Mandal
(Principal)
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